In many problems in analysis, dynamics, and in their applications, it is important to subdivide objects under consideration into simple pieces, keeping control of high-order derivatives. It is known that semi-algebraic sets and mappings allow for such a controlled subdivision: this is the "C k reparametrization theorem" which is a high-order quantitative version of the well-known results on the existence of a triangulation of semialgebraic sets. In a C k -version we just require in addition that each simplex be represented as an image, under the "reparametrization mapping" , of the standard simplex, with all the derivatives of up to order k uniformly bounded. The main result of this paper is, that if we reparametrize all the set A but its small part of a size , we can do much more: not only to "kill" the derivatives, but also to bound uniformly the analytic complexity of the pieces, while their number remains of order log 1 . © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Summary
Quantitative information about geometric and analytic structure of algebraic and semi-algebraic sets is important in many problems of analysis, geometry, differential equations, dynamics, etc. In some applications it is enough to control just the rough topological information, like the number of simplices in the triangulation. In others the Lipschitzian or the C 1 bounds are important (see, for example, [40, 41] ). In some problems of analysis and dynamics the control of highorder derivatives is essential. It turns out that semi-algebraic sets and mappings allow for such a control.
The main example is provided by the "C k reparametrization theorem" [55] [56] [57] 34] . This can be considered as a high-order quantitative version of the well known result on the existence of a triangulation of semi-algebraic sets, with the number of simplices bounded in terms of the degree. In a C k -version we just require in addition, that each simplex be represented as an image of the standard one, under the "reparametrization mapping" , with all the derivatives of up to the order k uniformly bounded. Notice that the detailed proof of the final version of this theorem (see Theorem 2.1 below) was not available until recent publications [15, 54] .
This theorem, combined with the approximation by Taylor polynomials, proper rescalings and estimates of the derivatives of compositions, allows one to bound the local complexity of iterations of C k -smooth mappings. In particular, this provides an inequality between the topological entropy and the rate of the volume growth for such mappings [55] [56] [57] 34 ] (see also [32, 33] ). These results have been applied in many questions of smooth dynamics. In the last several years more dynamical applications appeared in the study of the polynomial and rational dynamics in several complex variables, and in a more general context of the complexity of iterations [1, 2, 16, 17, 19, 20, 18, 21, 22, 26, 29, 30, 35, 36, 39, [43] [44] [45] [46] 51, 52, 64] , as well as in the study of the behavior of discretized PDE's [42] . On the other hand, recently the C k -reparametrization theorem has been applied in the study of Anderson localization for Schrodinger operator on Z 2 with quasiperiodic potential [10, 11] .Yet another application appeared in counting rational points on and near algebraic varieties [47, 54, 49] , see also [13, 48] . In relation with this last application, in [53, 49] the C k -reparametrization theorem has been extended to the case of an appropriate o-minimal structure. The information provided by the C k -reparametrization theorem may be relevant in study of differential operators on semi-algebraic sets (see [31] ).
Finally, very recently the role of a C k -reparametrization in an efficient approximate representation of 3D surfaces and other geometric objects became apparent [61] . This may lead to interesting applications in computational geometry, in motion planning, in 3D-imaging, etc.
We hope that this new developments will allow one to better understand the analytic consequences and scope of various types of "controlled reparametrization theorems", to clarify their algorithmic nature, and possibly, to find their further applications. In the present paper we intend to clarify some relevant new results, as well as some natural open questions, in this direction.
Analytic reparametrization
There are important problems in smooth dynamics, which require a sharpening of the bounds on the complexity growth, obtained in [55, 56] . In particular, this concerns the study of the semicontinuity modulus of the topological entropy in analytic families (see [57] ), the problem of estimating the topological entropy in finite accuracy computations (see [45, 44, 1, 2, 57, 64] ) as well as the problem of bounding entropy of rational maps with singularities [17, 19, 20, 18, 29, 30, 35, 36, 51, 43] . Also some number-theoretic questions posed in [47, 49, 53, 54] lead, presumably, to the same kind of questions.
A progress in these directions requires a much better control on the derivatives than in the C k -reparametrization theorem. In particular, it would be important to have a reparametrization with a simultaneous bound on all the derivatives of the reparametrizing mappings (and not a separate result for each fixed finite smoothness k).
It is an important open question, whether such a "C ∞ -reparametrization" of semi-algebraic sets, with the number of pieces bounded through the degree only, does exist.
The main difficulty is to keep the number of pieces in the arising partitions bounded in terms of the degree of the set, as we "kill" the subsequent derivatives one by one, as we do in the proof of a C k -version.
However, at least in the dynamical applications, the requirements to the reparametrization can be slightly relaxed. It is enough to reparametrize all the set A but its small "very singular" part of a size (we call this a -reparametrization), if we can guarantee that the number of the reparametrization pieces grows not faster than a certain degree of log( 1 ).
In fact, this was the restricted form in which the C k -reparametrization result has been originally proved in [55, 56] , and this was enough to bound the entropy. In [34] Gromov has found a way to "kill" all the derivatives up to the order k by nonlinear changes of variables and has obtained the C k -reparametrization theorem, as it is stated above.
It turns out that if we return to the original setting of [55, 56] and reparametrize not all the set A, but the complement of a "small" singular part, we can do much more. We not only can kill all the derivatives at once, but in fact we can bound uniformly the analytic complexity of the pieces. Specifically, we require each reparametrization mapping to be real analytic and to allow for an extension to a complex domain of a three times larger size, with the uniform bound there.
Moreover, it turns out that in the analytic setting we cannot subdivide the entire semi-algebraic set A with the number of pieces bounded through the degree of A only (at least, if we require these pieces to be algebraic of a fixed degree). The minimal number of the analytic pieces required may grow as the logarithm of the distance to the complex singularities of A, and hence, it depends on the specific values of the coefficients of the defining equations. So our result on an analytic -reparametrization, as stated in Theorem 3.1 below, is, essentially, sharp. The extension of the C k -reparametrization theorem to the analytic case is not straightforward. In dimension one the result itself is immediate, but its corollary, required for dynamical applications, is roughly equivalent to the classical Bernstein inequality for polynomials (see [7] ). It has been obtained in [57] . However, in higher dimensions the analytic reparametrization result requires a certain Bernstein-type inequality for algebraic functions (and not only for polynomials) which was not available until recently.
Bernstein-type inequalities on algebraic sets have been intensively investigated in the last decade (see [3] [4] [5] 8, 9, 12, 14, [23] [24] [25] 27, 28, 50, 59] ).
The version of the Bernstein inequality for algebraic functions with the bounds depending only on the degree and on the position of singularities (this is essential for our application) was obtained in [50] . It is this inequality that allows us finally to prove the existence of the analytic -reparametrization of semi-algebraic sets, with the number of pieces of order log ( 1 ).
Organization of the paper
In Section 2 the C k -reparametrization theorem of [55, 56, 34] is accurately stated and its proof is given in dimension two. This case being technically simple and transparent presents all the main ideas of the general proof, as well as the required background for the treatment of the analytic case.
In Section 3 we give the required definitions and then state and prove the main results of this paper-the analytic reparametrization theorem in dimension two. We give also some results and examples illustrating its sharpness. In Section 4 the Bernstein inequality for algebraic functions (used in Section 3) is presented. In Section 5 we outline, following [57] , some dynamical applications.
C k -reparametrization of semi-algebraic sets
Assume we are given a semi-algebraic set A ⊂ R n .
Definition 2.1.
A reparametrization of A is a subdivision of A into semi-algebraic pieces A j together with algebraic mappings j : I n j → A j , where I n j is the cube [−1, 1] n j in R n j . We assume additionally that j are onto and homeomorphic on the interiors of I n j and A j .
A relatively standard fact, which can be proved completely in the framework of the methods of real algebraic geometry, is that for any compact semi-algebraic set there exists a finite reparametrization, with the number of pieces bounded in terms of the diagram D(A) of the set A, i.e. in terms of the degrees and the number of the equations and inequalities, defining A. See, for example, [6, 37, 38] . In a sense, this result can be considered as a (strongly simplified) version of resolution of singularities of A.
Various "quantitative" questions can be asked with regard to reparametrizations of semialgebraic sets. Applications in dynamical systems motivate the following specific problem: is it possible to bound the high-order derivatives of the mappings j : I n j → A j ? Let us formulate this problem in a more accurate way. The positive answer is straightforward for k = 1. However, for the derivatives of order two and higher new techniques have to be applied, in particular, Markov inequalities for polynomials, estimates of their derivatives, etc. (The difficulties that arise already in the simplest cases, are illustrated by the exercise suggested in [34] : Try to find a C 2 -reparametrization for the set A-a hyperbola xy = 2 , with the number of pieces not depending on ).
The following result (in a weaker form) was obtained in [55, 56] This theorem has appeared as one of the key steps in a certain problem of smooth Dynamics: namely, obtaining bounds for the local complexity of iterations of C k -smooth mappings. C kreparametrization is then combined with the approximation by Taylor polynomials, with a proper rescalings and with the estimates of the derivatives of "long compositions". In particular, this provides an inequality between the topological entropy and the rate of the volume growth for such mappings [55, 56] .
We present here the proof of the C k -reparametrization Theorem 2.1 in two-dimensional case, i.e. for semi-algebraic sets in R 2 , in particular, in order to illustrate the similarities and the differences with the analytic case, considered below. Notice that the one-dimensional case of the reparametrization result is immediate: a closed semi-algebraic set in [−1, 1] ⊂ R is a finite union of closed intervals; each of these intervals can be linearly reparametrized by the unit interval.
On the other hand, the two-dimensional case, being technically simple and transparent, presents all the main ideas of the proof, so we restrict ourselves only to this situation.
The proof in general case is technically rather involved. For the initial form of the C k -result this proof is given in [56] . For the final Gromov's form of the C k -reparametrization theorem all the main ideas of the proof have been given by Gromov in [34] ; however, the complete proofs appeared only recently in [54, 15] .
Reparametrization in dimension two
So let A be a compact semi-algebraic set inside the cube I 2 in R 2 . The boundary of A is a semi-algebraic curve C = *A. Let us mark all the singular points of C, all the points where the direction of C is either vertical or horizontal, and all the points where the direction of C forms the angle ±45 • with the coordinate axes. Let us take all the vertical and horizontal straight lines passing through the marked points, and let us consider all the connected semi-algebraic pieces A j into which A is subdivided by these lines. Since the number of the pieces A j is bounded in terms of the diagram D(A), it is enough to prove the result for each piece A j .
Let us consider one of these pieces A j and the minimal rectangle R j with the sides parallel to the coordinate axes, bounding A j . By the construction above, the pieces of C into which this curve has been subdivided, are regular in their interior points, their projection to both the coordinate axes is one to one, and, considered as algebraic functions of x or y, they are monotone. Moreover, they have the derivative either strictly greater than one or strictly less than one (in absolute value) at all their interior points. Taking this into account, we see that up to rescaling and symmetries, only the situations, shown in Fig. 1(a) , are possible. Next we subdivide R j by vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , in order to separate branches with absolute value of derivative smaller and greater than 1.
Finally, choosing a projection onto an appropriate coordinate axis (indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1b) , we may assume that A j has either the form {(x, y) If, in addition, we had all the derivatives of g 1 and g 2 up to the order k bounded by 1 2 , we could reparametrize A using the following C k -chart : I 2 → A:
Therefore, it is enough to prove that each regular algebraic function g(x) on I can be reparametrized by a partition of the interval and by subsequent changes of the independent variable in such a way that all its derivatives up to k become small. We prove this fact in the next section.
C k -reparametrization of algebraic functions
Let us give the following definition:
We shall prove the following result: 
Proof.
We want to show that g can be reparametrized as described in Definition 3.1, with the number of pieces bounded by the degree of g. In other words, we have to show that there exists a partition of I into subsegments j , j = 1, . . . , N, together with the collection of C k -charts j : I → j such that g • j : I → R are also C k -charts, and N C(deg g). To achieve this goal we mark in I all the zeroes of all the derivatives of g up to order k + 1, subdivide I by all the marked points and linearly reparametrize each of the subdivision intervals by I. So we may assume that all the derivatives of g up to order k preserve their sign and are monotone on I.
We continue by induction on the number of the consecutive derivatives of g which are already "small". By assumptions of the proposition, the first derivative g already satisfies |g (x)| 1, x ∈ I . So let us assume that all the consecutive derivatives g (i) of g up to order l − 1, 1 l − 1 < k satisfy |g (i) (x)| 1, x ∈ I , and consider the next derivative g (l) (x) . By the construction, g (l) (x) does not change sign and is monotone on I. We can assume, for example, that it is positive and monotonously decreasing.
In order to simplify notations, in the following two lemmas we consider the interval
then by monotonicity, we have
for each x x 0 . Integrating the last inequality on the interval [0,
, which contradicts the induction assumptions. Now we perform a nonlinear change of variables which finally "kills" the lth derivative of g:
] and consider the compositionĝ(t) = g(h(t)).

Lemma 2.2. All the consecutive derivativesĝ (i) ofĝ up to order l satisfy |ĝ
with the constant C depending only on l.
Proof. Write an expression for the ith derivative of the composition g(h(t)), using the chain rule. We see that for i < l all the terms in the resulting expression are uniformly bounded, and hence this derivative does not exceed C(l). For the lth derivative of this composition we have
where R(t) contains only the derivatives of g up to the order l − 1, and hence R(t) is uniformly bounded. For the first term in (2.2), by Lemma 2.1 we have
Since l 2, the first term in (2.2) does not exceed 2 l . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
To complete the proof of Proposition 2.1 we notice that the change of variables applied in the proof of Lemma 2.2 has a fixed degree 2. Hence, after each its application we get a new algebraic function of the degree at most twice larger than of the original one. Now we repeat, if necessary, a subdivision of the interval I, in order to remove possible sign changes of the derivatives, and apply the next induction step. After k steps we "kill" all the derivatives of g up to order k, while the total number of the subdivision intervals i remains bounded by the degree of g. By construction, the degree of the reparametrizing mappings is bounded by 2 k .
Remark. It is not clear, whether the first derivative of an algebraic function can be "killed" by a number of subdivisions of the interval and reparametrizations. On the other hand, if we allow -reparametrizations, this can be easily done with the number of subdivisions of order log( 1 ) and with the affine reparametrizations only. See [55, 56] .
An example: reparametrization of xy = 2
In this section we finally solve a long-standing exercise, suggested by Gromov in [34] : to find a family of C 2 -reparametrizations of the family of hyperbolas H = {xy = 2 }, uniform in .
It will be convenient to replace 2 Hence, the nonlinear change of variables, we have to apply, takes the form
is bounded by one, and the same is true for the first
derivativeg (t) = g (h(t))h (t) ofg(t) = g(h(t)). For the second derivative we havẽ g (t) = g (h(t))(h (t)) 2 + g (h(t))h (t)
, and according to the above computation,
So it is enough to subdivide the interval [−1, 0] into two equal pieces and to rescale them linearly by I in order to get an explicit C 2 -reparametrizations of the family of hyperbolas H = {xy = 2 }, uniform in .
Explicitly, we haveg (t) = , and a simple direct calculation confirms the above estimate.
Remark 1. Although in our example all the derivatives of g (x)
are positive over the interval, and hence the first subdivision in the proof of Proposition 2.1 above is not necessary, after the first nonlinear change of variables we may have to subdivide the interval. Indeed, the property of positivity of the derivatives is not preserved by our nonlinear change of variables. In fact, this is a general feature of the method applied: if the function g(x) and its derivatives grow as x tends to 0, in order to "kill" these derivatives by a substitution x = h(t) we should have the derivatives of h to decrease to zero as x tends to 0. In particular, an additional subdivision is necessary already in the family of C 3 -reparametrizations of the family of hyperbolas H = {xy = 2 }, uniform in .
It is interesting to compare this construction with the construction of the "analytic reparametrization" below, where we kill all the derivatives at once, but only "far away" from complex singularities.
Remark 2.
It is important to consider reparametrizations not only of semi-algebraic sets, but also of semi-algebraic mappings. Let us give the following general definition:
n be a compact semi-algebraic set, and let f :
It is not clear whether a result similar to Theorem 2.1 above (i.e. with the number of pieces bounded only by the degrees) can be proved also for a reparametrization of algebraic mappings. The problem arises already with the first derivative of an algebraic function-see the remark at the end of Section 2.2 above. However, if we consider instead -reparametrizations, the corresponding result for mappings is true. It has been proved in [56] .
As for the analytic case, all the results below can be extended to -reparametrizations of semialgebraic mappings. In this paper we present such an extension only in the case of algebraic functions.
Remark 3.
The results presented in this paper leave open a number of immediate questions: for C k -reparametrizations of A the number of required pieces is bounded through the degree. For analytic reparametrizations this number necessarily depend on the specific coefficients of the equations of A: we need log( 1 ) analytic pieces, where is the distance to the complex singularities of A. Where is the "boundary"? In particular, we can propose the following more specific problem: for a given sequence M k , k = 0, . . . , consider C ∞ -reparametrizations of A with the kth derivatives of each reparametrizing mapping bounded by M k , k = 0, 1, . . . . How many pieces do we need in this case?
Analytic reparametrization
We start with the definition of "analytic charts" and state some of their properties, required below.
Analytic charts
Let us give a definition of a "standard piece" of a bounded analytic complexity. where I n ∈ R n , as above, is an n-dimensional cube [−1, 1] n , such that is extendible, as a complex analytic mapping, to the concentric complex polydisk n = {(z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ C n , |z i | 3, i = 1, . . . , n}, and the norm of (z) − (0) is bounded in n by K. In particular, a one-dimensional analytic K-chart is a real analytic mapping
such that is extendible, as a complex analytic function, to the concentric complex disk D 3 = {z ∈ C, |z| 3}, and the absolute value of (z) − (0) is bounded in D 3 by K.
An "analytic 1-chart" will be called shortly an a-chart. We shall distinguish also "algebraic acharts", being a-charts with an algebraic mapping. The degree of an algebraic a-chart is defined accordingly.
Let A be a semi-algebraic subset in R n .
Definition 3.2.
A reparametrization of A is called an analytic one, if all the reparametrizing mappings j are a-charts.
As an immediate consequence of the Cauchy formula we conclude that all the derivatives of the a-chart are uniformly bounded: 
Another simple but important property of analytic charts is given by the following lemma: Proof. This follows immediately from the bound on the first derivative of provided by Proposition 3.1.
Below we shall use the same notation for the complex extension of to n . The fact that is an a-chart shows that is in many respects similar to the functions in an appropriate Bernstein class (see [50] and Section 4 below). Hence, in particular, it possesses most of the properties of the functions in Bernstein classes, as their polynomial approximation is concerned. In particular, we expect the following important property of a-charts to be true (which we state only in a one-dimensional case): Explanation. First of all, we notice that the size (the diameter) | (I )| of the image (I ) provides the lower bound for on a smaller disk, which is essential in the definition of the Bernstein classes. Next we approximate by its Taylor polynomial P of a certain appropriate degree d (this degree can be found via a general theory of Bernstein Classes, as shortly presented in the next section). Next we use the corresponding result for the polynomial P (proved below), and show that P (D 3 ) contains a neighborhood of the fixed size of P (I ). Finally, we compare and P on D 3 and use the Rouchet theorem type arguments to show that also (D 3 ) covers a complex neighborhood of (I ) of the fixed size.
We plan to present a detailed proof of Property 3.1 and of its higher dimensional generalization separately. Let us now prove just a polynomial version of this result: We return now to the situation of Proposition 3.2. Normalizing the polynomial , we can assume that | (I )| = 1. We shall prove a little bit more than required: namely, we shall show that for each point z 0 ∈ D 2 the image (D 3 ) ⊂ C of the disk D 3 contains a complex neighborhood of the size R = where g(r) is a real polynomial with the leading coefficient 1 given by g(r) = s i=1 (r − r i ). It remains to notice that by the Chebyshev theorem we have max r∈ [2, 3] |g(r)| ( 
Main results
Let us give the following definition: 
A partition of A\∪ N
i=1 W i into semi-algebraic subsets A j , j = 1, . . . , M, together with the collection of a-charts j : I n j → R 2 , n j = 0, 1, 2, with j being an analytic homeomorphism of I n j onto A j .
We shall prove the following result:
Theorem 3.1. There exist functions C(D(A)), C (D(A)) and C (D(A)) such that for each compact semi-algebraic set
A ⊂ I 2 ⊂ R 2
with the diagram D(A), and for each > 0 there is an analytic -reparametrization of A with the number N of the removed boxes bounded by C(D(A)) and the number M of the partition elements bounded by C (D(A)) log 2 ( 1 ). The acharts, reparametrizing the partition elements, are algebraic ones, and their degree is bounded by C (D(A)).
We prove Theorem 3.1 at the end of this section. Let us give here the proof for the special case A = H = {xy = 2 }, which is very simple, but illustrates the main ideas of the general case. Essentially, this proof is presented in Fig. 2 below: let > 0 be given. We consider separately two cases:
1. . See Fig. 2(a) . In this case we split the hyperbola H = {xy = 2 } into two pieces by the point , . Now we subdivide the interval [ , 1] of the x-axis into the adjacent segments j of the lengths 2 j −1 , j = 0, 1, . . . . Reparametrize each segment j by the affine mapping j : I → j , and reparametrize the piece of the hyperbola H = {xy = 2 } over the segment j by˜ j : I → R 2 ,
. Now, the complex extension of j maps the complex disk D 3 onto the complex disk D j of the radius 3 · 2 j −2 , centered at the central point c j of the segment j . See Fig. 2(b) . By construction, the disk D j is at the distance exactly 2 from the origin, and hence the second coordinate of
We conclude that˜ j is an a-chart.
Exactly in the same way, but starting with the y-axis, we reparametrize the second "vertical" part of the hyperbola. The total number of the intervals j is 2(log ( Fig. 2(c) . In this case we take out the box W 0 of size at the origin, and subdivide the remaining parts [ , 1] of the x-and y-axes into the adjacent segments j of the lengths 2 j −1 , j = 0, 1, . . . . We reparametrize each segment j by the affine mapping j : I → j , and reparametrize the piece of the hyperbola H = {xy = 2 } over the segment j bỹ
.
We do not reparametrize the part of the hyperbola H = {xy = 2 } inside the box W 0 . Now, the complex extension of j maps the complex disk D 3 onto the complex disk D j of the radius 3 · 2 j −2 , centered at the central point c j of the segment j . By construction, the disk D j is at the distance exactly 2 from the origin, and hence | by assumptions, < . We conclude that˜ j is an a-chart. The total number of the intervals j is 2(log ( 1 ) + 1). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 for A a hyperbola. Now let us show that the bound of Theorem 3.1 is essentially sharp. We shall use below Property 3.1, which was proved in detail only in the polynomial case. So formally we have to restrict the lower bounds below only to the a-charts, having either x or y projection polynomials of a fixed degree. Notice, however, that the a-charts, analytically reparametrizing the hyperbola xy = 2 via Theorem 3.1, are just affine.
First of all, we prove that the minimal number of pieces in analytic reparametrizations cannot be uniformly bounded through the diagram D(A): also the specific values of the coefficients in the equations of A are important. This can be seen already in our simplest example of the family of hyperbolas.
Proposition 3.3. Consider the family of the hyperbolas H in R
2 given by xy = 2 , > 0. Then there is a constant C such that in any analytic reparametrization of H ∩I 2 the number of a-charts is at least C log 2 ( 1 ). ( 1 (t), 2 (t) ) be an a-chart. The following lemma shows that the intervals covered by the projections 1 and 2 on the coordinate axes must become shorter and shorter as they approach the origin.
Proof. Let : I → H , (t) =
Lemma 3.4.
There is a constant C 1 such that for the x-projection of we have
Proof. This follows directly from Property 3. 
Application of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 completes the proof of Proposition 3.3 with the constant
In a very similar way we can prove that the bound on the number of pieces in Theorem 3.1 is sharp. Consider, as above, the family of the hyperbolas H in R 2 given by xy = 2 , > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1
The first steps of the proof follow exactly the proof of the C k -reparametrization theorem. Notice that as in a C k -case, the one-dimensional version of the analytic reparametrization result is immediate: a closed semi-algebraic set in [−1, 1] ⊂ R is a finite union of closed intervals; each of these intervals can be linearly reparametrized by the unit interval, these linear contractions being, in particular, a-charts.
So let A be a compact semi-algebraic set inside the square I 2 in R 2 . The boundary of A is a semi-algebraic curve C = *A. Let us mark all the singular points of C and all the points where the direction of C is vertical. Let us consider all the vertical straight lines passing through the marked points, and let us cut A by these lines into semi-algebraic pieces A j . Since the number of the pieces A j is bounded in terms of the diagram D(A), it is enough to prove the result for each piece A j . Now we may assume that A has the form {(x, y)
If, in addition, the functions g 1 and g 2 were extendable from the real interval I as complex analytic functions to the complex disk of radius 3 with the bound, say, K on their absolute values (or, shortly, if g 1 and g 2 were themselves a-K-charts) we could reparametrize A with the following two-dimensional a-2K-chart : I 2 → A:
Then an application of Lemma 3.1 would provide a subdivision into a-charts. Therefore, it is enough to prove that each regular algebraic function g(x) on I can be -reparametrized by a partition of I and by subsequent changes of the independent variable in such a way that on each new subsegment it becomes an a-K-chart, with K and the number of partition segments as required. We show this in the next section.
Reparametrization of algebraic functions
Let us remind that an algebraic function y(x) is given by an equation For each interval J r , in order to subdivide it into the required subintervals j , we proceed as follows: we take the interval of the length 4 from the left of J r , next to it we take the interval of the length 2 , next to it the interval of the length , then 2 , and so on, until we cover the central point of J r . Then we repeat the same construction from the right. Assume that J r is bounded by two of the deleted 2 -intervals: U i 1 and U i 2 . By construction, the distance of the central point c j of each of the constructed intervals j to each of the central points x i 1 and x i 2 of the intervals U i 1 and U i 2 is not smaller than three times the length | j | of the interval j (see Fig. 3 ). The same is true for the rest of the projection points x 1 , . . . , x m , and for all the original points z 1 , . . . , z m . Now, the number of the intervals j inside J r by construction is at most 2 log 2 (
Therefore, the total number of the intervals j covering
. This completes the proof of the lemma. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4, with
Returning to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see that we can reparametrize by a-charts all the vertical slices of the set A, besides those over the removed intervals U i , each of U i of the length at most 2 .
Now we apply to each of these vertical strip of A over U i the same procedure, as above, but with respect to the projection on the y-axis. Exactly as above, we reparametrize all the strip, besides a finite number of 2 -boxes. The number of these boxes, as well as the number of the subdivisions required, remains bounded in terms of the diagram D(A). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
We expect the generalization of Theorem 3.1 to higher dimensions to be also true, and we plan to present the proof in [62] .
Bernstein-type inequalities for algebraic functions
Let D R denote the closed disk of radius R > 0, centered at the origin in C. This definition is motivated by one of the classical inequalities of Bernstein [7] : let p(x) be a polynomial of degree d. Then
where E R is the ellipse in C with the foci at −1, 1 and the semi-axis R.
A problem of computing Bernstein constants of algebraic functions has recently appeared in several quite different situations.
In [23] [24] [25] this problem has been investigated in relation with estimates of a symbol of some pseudo-differential operators. In [8, 9] and in [14, [3] [4] [5] this problem has been connected with some results in potential theory and with a characterization of algebraic subsets. In [50, 12, 27, 28, 59] Bernstein classes have been used in counting zeroes in finite dimensional families of analytic functions (this problem is closely related to the classical problem of counting closed trajectories, or "limit cycles" of plane polynomial vector fields).
In Section 3 above we used the version of the Bernstein inequality for algebraic functions with the bounds depending only on the degree and on the position of singularities. This inequality has been obtained in [50] and we call such type of an inequality a "structural" one: Definition 4.2. By a "structural Bernstein inequality" for a certain family of functions, depending on a finite-dimensional parameter , we understand an inequality bounding the Bernstein constant of the function on a couple of concentric disks in terms of the degree and the relative position of these concentric disks in the maximal concentric disk of regularity, uniformly with respect to the parameter .
Usually families posessing structural Bernstein inequality are defined by algebraic data, like algebraic functions of a given degree, solutions of algebraic differential equations of a given degree, etc. As easy examples (in particular, rational functions) show, in a sense, the "structural Bernstein inequality" is the best possible inequality of this type that one can expect for functions with singularities.
Let y(x) be an algebraic function, given, as above, by Eq. (3.4)
with p j (x)-polynomials in x of degree l. Letỹ(x) be one of the branches of y and assume thatỹ is regular over D R . (We can assume that D R is a maximal disk of regularity ofỹ, so its boundary contains poles or branching points ofỹ).
Here A is an absolute constant.
Theorem 4.1 provides a structural Bernstein inequality for algebraic functions of one variable. It can be easily extended to algebraic functions of several variables (see [50] ).
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Section 3 above we used the following corollary of Theorem 4.1: However, the proof of Theorem 3.1 produces the algebraic a-charts which belong, in fact, to a certain fixed Bernstein class, with the parameters determined only by the diagram of the reparametrized set A. One can hope that this opens a possibility for a deeper analysis of the analytic geometry of semi-algebraic sets. One can hope that this last result admits for a generalization to higher dimensions and more complicated (semi)algebraic sets. There is also an important problem of obtaining structural Bernstein inequalities for other classes of analytic functions, beyond algebraic ones (in particular, for solutions of algebraic differential equations and, hopefully, for their Poincaré mappings). Some initial results in this direction are given in [50, 27, 28, 12, 59 ].
Expected dynamical applications
In this section we explain shortly, what are the main expected dynamical consequences of the analytic reparametrization. In fact, we state low-dimensional versions of these expected results which have been obtained in [57] . The main obstruction to extending these results to higher dimensions was the absence of the analytic reparametrization. (x), f •i (y)) , i = 0, 1, . . . , n. In other words, the orbits of x and y till n must remain in a distance at most .
We expect an exponential in n growth of the covering number M(f, n, ), so we define the (n, )-entropy h(f, n, ) of f as the rate of this growth:
h(f, n, ) = n −1 log 2 M(f, n, ).
Finally, the topological entropy h(f ) is defined as
Computation of the topological entropy h(f ) and investigation of its behavior as usually difficult because of the complicated geometry of the -balls B n and of the irregular character of the two limit processes involved. However, the (n, )-entropy h(f, n, ) of f should be considered as a "computable" quantity, although the complexity of the required computations grows exponentially in n. Thus, it is important to estimate the "remainder term" r(f, n, ) = h(f ) − h(f, n, ). One of the main results of [57] , obtained on the base of a low-dimensional analytic reparametrization, is the following: 
log( 1 ) .
Similar bounds can be obtained for the semi-continuity modulus of the topological entropy. In particular, the following result has been obtained in [57] .
Both the results above are based on an estimate of the "local volume growth" (or, better, a "local complexity growth" in the spirit of Gromov's definition in [34] ). The first is the maximal exponential rate of the growth under iterations of f of the volume of the part of submanifolds inside the -balls B n in d(f, n)-metric. Roughly, it is shown in [57] that this local growth for low-dimensional real analytic mappings is bounded by C log log(1/ ) log(1/ ) . We expect that the general analytic reparametrization theorem, whose two-dimensional version is proved in the present paper, will allow us to generalize the results of [57] to any dimension. We plan to present these results in [63] .
Remark. It is important to mention that in the dynamical applications above C k -smooth or analytic mappings cannot be replaced by mappings of low semi-algebraic complexity (as defined in [58, 60] ). Technically, the reason is that if we restrict a C k function to smaller and smaller neighborhoods of the origin, and then rescale back to the unit ball, the derivatives tend to zero. Properly understood "complexity" of these rescaled functions also tends to zero, faster for larger k. This type of behavior is not shared by functions of low semi-algebraic complexity: they may have a "conic singularity" near the origin, and then restriction to a smaller neighborhood and rescaling change nothing.
It would be very important to find natural "complexity classes" of mappings, going beyond the usual regularity scale, in which the local complexity bounds in iterations are still possible.
